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Brief	Overview	
2	

•  EPIGRIDS	is	developing	methodologies	to	“grow”	synthe9c	
grid	models,	targe9ng	OPF	applica9ons.	We	use	
algorithms	that	underlie	historic	expansion,	represen9ng	
impacts	of	popula9on,	spa9al	paKerns	of	energy	demand,	
geography,	and	land	use	on	the	growth	of	power	systems.	

•  EPIGRIDS	overviews	previously	presented	in	IEEE	venues,	
including	Sept	2016		ISGT	in	Minneapolis,	MN.		So	today,	
we	instead	delve	into	project’s	progress	on	an	alterna9ve	
circuit	modeling	approach,	intended	to	provide	node-
breaker	detail	for	SCOPF	that	is	rigorous,	yet	tractable.	
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Modeling	Approach	
Two related ideas, each with a “revisionist” twist to adapt 
particularly to needs of Security Constrained OPF. 
 
•  Component modeling:  Use multi-ports as ideal circuit 

elements in model, maintaining all element port 
voltages and currents as explicit variables in OPF. 
 

•  Network representation: Abandon “Ybus,” with its strict 
nodal analysis. Advocate Sparse Tableau Analysis 
(STA) for network constraints with node-breaker detail. 
 

Many more variables than traditional approaches, but even 
more sparse, and (initial experience suggests) often 
numerically better conditioned in OPF solution algorithms. 



Tradi9onal	Models’	Shortcomings 
•  Consider traditional power textbook’s first analysis steps 

in modeling transmission lines: 
 

 (i) Begin from pde’s describing distributed behavior.  
 (ii) Impose assumptions of balanced three phase 
 operation, in sinusoidal steady state (SSS). 
 (iii) Focus on relation between “sending end” and 
 “receiving end” voltage-current pairs. 

 
    (BTW – these first steps are perfectly ok, when 

 assumptions hold appropriately) 



Transmission	line	as	a	two-port	
•  Assumption (ii) provides per-phase algebraic relations; 

(iii) dictates structure of relation is naturally a two-port. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

•  The poor choice (IMO) of traditional power formulations 
occurs next: insistence on building equivalent circuit for 
two-port, constructed of strictly two-terminal admittances 
(instead: in power lingo, we keep the ABCD-matrix) 



Limita9ons	of	the	Pi-equivalent	
•  Existing approach in OPF chooses Y and Z, to match 

behavior of distributed model in steady state, at terminals.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

•  Shortcoming shows up in model validation: 
Otherwise reasonable-looking (Y, Z) can “fail the physics;” 
i.e., fail to match any plausible kmil conductor diameter, 
permeability, inter-phase conductor distance. 



Ideal	Transformer	as	a	Two-Port	
•  An ideal transformer should be the poster-child for two-

port analysis. For transformation gain “k,” the two 
constitutive relations among the port variables are simply 
 
    vb = kva, ib=(1/k*)ia  
 
(for phase shifting transformer, k may be complex) 

•  Today’s practice in specifying power flow/OPF 
transformer data insists that non-zero series reactance 
be included, representing leakage flux.   

•  Why should an ideal transformer (no leakage reactance) 
be strictly prohibited by the way we specify our model? 



Ideal	Transformer	as	a	Two-Port	
•  Problem lies in the insistence on Ybus. 

Ybus requires that every component must have the 
property that the component’s current(s) be expressible in 
terms of the component’s voltage(s).   

•  In terminology of circuit analysis, we’re demanding that 
EVERY component permits admittance representation. 

•  An ideal transformer does not have this property.  

•  And components of interest in future grid technologies 
may not either! 



General	Two-Port	Representa9on	
•  In the a nonlinear case, with phasor quantities, a general 

two-port imposes two complex constraints on the four 
complex port variables, i.e. 
 
 
 

        (1) 
 

•  For affine-linear case, most prevalent in power systems, 
write as: (for strictly linear, us=0) 
 

        (2) 
•  Ybus-based OPF formulation restricts to linear elements, 

with further restriction that Fi be invertible. 



The	Role	of	Circuit	Breakers	
•  Circuit breakers/disconnectors (i.e., switches) are 

ubiquitous throughout the power grid 

•  Lots of roles played by circuit breakers are NOT easily 
accommodated in Ybus; e.g. reconfiguration of 
substations after a contingency. 

•  Long recognized problem, addressed in such applications 
as State Estimation, but (IMO) less effectively addressed 
in OPF formulations. 



The	Role	of	Circuit	Breakers	
•  Critiques of Ybus go way back; e.g. Alcir Monticelli’s: 

“Modeling Zero Impedance Branches in Power System 
State Estimation,” IEEE Trans on PS, v.6, n.4, 1991. 



The	Role	of	Circuit	Breakers 
•  Standard power flow/OPF models, based on strict nodal 

analyses, allow only node voltages as fundamental circuit 
variables. Hence, if a circuit breaker divides two sections 
of a busbar, a Ybus formulation must change dimension 
of model between the two breaker positions.   

•  “Topology processing” algorithms essentially rebuild a 
distinct Ybus admittance matrix for each configuration.   

•  Editorial comment: IMO, this is dumb.  Opening or closing 
breaker does not change network topology –  
it changes the voltage/current behavior of one element! 



ANOTHER	Natural	Two-Port	
(i) breaker position indicated by binary variable γ; 
(ii) maintain port voltage/current pairs as explicit variables; 
(iii) as previously described, don’t insist on Fi invertible. 



Circuit	Breaker	Two-Port 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
and as single description, in terms of γ: 



Network	Constraints:	KCL	and	KVL	
•  Observe that thus far we have described only the 

constitutive relations for a set of  ideal elements.  These 
pertain to the elements themselves, independent of 
interconnection topology. 

 
•  When elements are interconnected in a network, linear 

KCL and KVL constrain those elements’ port currents 
and voltages, and relate them to nodal quantities: 
 
(i) node voltages, V (in the grid, busbar voltages);  
(ii) currents externally injected at nodes, I; 
(these represent externally injected currents, supplied by 
generation, or withdrawn by load.  Descriptions of I 
behavior to follow) 

 



Network	Constraints:	KCL	and	KVL 
•  Familiar mechanism to express KCL and KVL in 

compact form is that of node-to-element incidence 
matrix, here denoted A. 

 
•  Combining KCL, KVL, and linear constitutive relations, 

Sparse Tableau formulation is extraordinarily simple: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

•  If generation and load behaved as constant current 
sources/sinks, with fixed I, we’d be done now. 

 



Genera9on	and	Load	Behavior 
•  Each generator or load is a nonlinear controlled current 

sources, setting I.  Consider complex power at a bus, 
denoted S, either as fixed parameter (e.g., load), or as 
decision variables to be solved via optimization (e.g, 
generator). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then                         or power balance form, 



Experience	with	STF	OPF	
Sparse Tableau offers very simple (dare I say elegant?) 
formulation of OPF, as summarized below: 



Experience	with	STF	OPF 
•  Experiments comparing Sparse Tableau to traditional 

Ybus OPF formulations are very preliminary, and to date 
have been performed only in the GAMS general purpose 
optimization environment, primarily with KNITRO solver.  

•  In several test systems from the MATPOWER 
distribution, up to several thousand buses, experience 
so far shows Sparse Tableau very comparable in speed. 



Experience	with	STF	OPF 
 



Take	Away	Points		
•  Many parts of power grid transmission network are 

fundamentally simple circuits, often linear. 

•  Many of the historic “tricks”/reductions in power grid 
model formulations are arguably becoming less 
advantageous, because of advances in computational 
tools, and because new component technologies 
undermine assumptions needed for these shortcuts. 

•  Sparse Tableau formulation facilitates model 
construction that is versatile and consistent with node-
breaker detail, allowing model to easily capture 
substation reconfiguration in contingencies.  In first 
experiments, it is just as fast as traditional Ybus. 


